What is COEUS *ORACLE* Business Intelligence?

*ORACLE Business Intelligence* is a reporting tool. This tool allows users to access COEUS data through a web browser. There are several reports to provide proposals and grants data in various forms to suit different user needs.

**Departmental Reports**

**AP1 Investigator**
The purpose of this report is to provide a list of all Active and Pending projects for the selected Investigator(s). Users can select multiple Investigators. Report includes person effort percentages along with both Budget and Project period information.

**AP2 Active Pending Grants by Sponsor**
The purpose of this report is to provide a list of all Active and Pending grants for a particular selected Division within a Department, grouped by the Agency (Sponsor) providing the details of funds and the PI on the grant.

**AP3 Grants by Department**
The purpose of this report is to provide a list of all Active and Pending grants for a PI in a Department, grouped by the Agency (Sponsor) providing the funds.
AP4 Department
The purpose of this report is to provide a list of all Active and Pending grants for an Investigator’s Home Unit and grouped by the PI for the grant and Agency (Sponsor) providing the funds.

AP6DP Department Award Activity
The purpose of this report is to provide a list of all Active and Pending grants for each Division within a Department, grouped by the PI on the grant and the Agency (Sponsor) providing the funds. For the Pending proposals, there is an additional tab for Proposals submitted within the last 30 days. For the Active awards, there are additional tabs for Awards started in the last 30 days, Awards ending in the next 90 days and Projects ending in the next 90 days.

AP6DV Division Award Activity
The purpose of this report is to provide a list of all Active and Pending grants for a Division within a Department, grouped by the PI on the grant and the Agency (Sponsor) providing the funds. For the Pending proposals, there is an additional tab for Proposals submitted within the last 30 days. For the Active awards, there are additional tabs for Awards started in the last 30 days, Awards ending in the next 90 days and Projects ending in the next 90 days.

Grant History by Sponsor
The purpose of this report is to provide a list of all Awards received within the time frame entered for selected Sponsor. The data includes project details grouped by the departments.

Incoming VUMC Subcontracts to VU
The purpose of this report is to provide a list of all Active Awards and Pending Proposals with Incoming Subcontracts from Vanderbilt University Medical Center after April 30, 2016 for the selected Department.

Investigator Activity Report
The purpose of this report is to provide the last 5 years of project history for an Investigator on Proposals submitted and Grant being funded. The report is grouped by the Fiscal Year, PI on the grant and the Agency (Sponsor) providing the funds.

PHS398 Other Support
The purpose of this report is to provide Information, in a template format, that is required in a progress report for all senior/key personnel, excluding consultants, when there has been a change in active other support.

Proposals Submitted by Date Range
The purpose of this report is to provide a list of all Proposals submitted within the time frame entered for selected divisions. Users can select multiple divisions at a time. There is a summary tab that provides a high level total numbers of proposals submitted & count of funded proposals and a detail tab that provides all proposal information along with budget period dates and dollar amounts.